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GOANNA NEWS
 

Welcome one & all. After an absence of 9 months we are happy to return with our new version of the 

Goanna News. During 2016 we tried to continue our news service to our customers but found that the 

exorbitant postage costs implemented by Australia Post made it impossible for us to afford to continue. 

So with the launch of our newly updated website we have decided to attach our newsletter as a landing 

page so people can easily find it. Many people don’t have email & many more don’t check them too 

often so we decided the best place was online, attached to our website, so it can be accessed from 

many devices & people choose if they want to read it or not. It is not a perfect system, & certainly not as 

convenient as a paper version but we have had to role with changes outside our control. We hope you 

enjoy our new site & find the convenience of our new store to your liking. Goanna Gold Detectors has 

embraced the digital revolution so for your convenience you will find us online, on ebay, in the field & in 

our store Mon-Fri 9am - 5pm & Sat 10am – 3pm. Sundays we are closed. You will also find us published 

in Outer Edge online magazine.  

  

Minelab Pro-Sonic Wireless Pack Special continues……… 

During February 2017 Minelab have been running a GPX 5000 wireless pack promotion & an SDC 2300 wireless pack 
promotion & will extend it to the end of March 2017. The Pro-sonic audio module is $399 & this is included FREE. The SDC 
package also includes RPG Headphones [value $55]. The GPX 5000 package includes a small Li-ion battery & cover kit [value 
$250]. Limited special only so HURRY! 
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NUGGET FINDER 19” COIL RELEASED 

As the range of Nugget Finder Evolution coils widens we are 

excited to see the next arrival. It is a 19” Evolution with the 

same innovative winding using a ribbon style litz wire 

configuration. Thus far it has been too hot to get this into the 

field & put it through its paces but if it has been as good as 

the other coils we can expect depth, quietness & improved 

sensitivity from this coil too. Oh! For the summer to end! We 

will also be interested to compare the 19” EVOLUTION 

against the new 19” for the GPZ 7000. RRP for the 19” EVO is 

$595. Please note that we have just received notice that a 

24”x12” Evolution coil is on its way. Details later! 

 

GPZ 19 COIL SPECIAL TO END……. 

The GPZ 19” was launched in late 2016. It has expanded 

the coil choice for the GPZ 7000 to 2. The slightly ovoid 

14” coil continues to be the standard coil but the special 

price of $1295 for ORIGINAL GPZ 7000 buyers is about 

to end. On the first of March 2017 the coil will sell for 

$1795. As these coils are consigned we MUST abide by 

Minelab instructions to sell AT the price they specify. So 

if you were an original GPZ 7000 buyer & have been 

considering a 19” coil then you MUST ACT NOW to 

secure the special price. It will NEVER be offered again. 

As summer ends, so does the special! 

 

GPZ 19 SOLID SKID PLATES… 

Over the past few months, since the launch of the GPZ 19 

coil we have encountered 1 specific complaint about the new 

coil. The rubber edged, snug fit skid plate that comes 

standard tends NOT to slide that well across the ground. The 

two winding layers [upper central send coil & the 2 lower 

receive coils] produce too many catchment points for sticks 

& rocks etc. This coils is heavy & the open design was to 

eliminate excess weight, however, the fact it does not glide 

well makes the going a bit tough. A solid skid plate is the 

answer. Nugget Finder have come up with a solid skid plate 

design for the heavy GPZ 19. It is made from thicker heavy 

duty black plastic. Coil weight will always be an issue so 

support mechanisms will still be necessary, however at least 

the GPZ 19 will now move freely. 

 

COILTEK 14x9” CTX3030 COIL LAUNCH 

Coiltek Manufacturing are the premier Australian 

manufacturers for after-market Minelab detectors. They 

produce a range of Camo coloured coils for the Minelab 

GPX series which are good & come in 11”[$395], 

14”[$450], 18”[$495], 14x9”[$395] & 17x11”[$450]. 

They pioneered the technology that has produced such 

significant improvements in GPX performance. They are 

also the only Australian manufacturer of after-market 

coils for Minelab treasure machines including the FBS 

range. The 14”x9” is the latest addition to the range for 

the Minelab CTX 3030. It weighs 880gms, will be 

available after March 28th 2017 & cost $429 
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